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ABSTRACT

In this paper a scheme for recognizing hand gestures is pre-
sented using the output of a Condensation tracker. The tra-
cker is used to obtain a set of features. These features con-
sisting of temporal evolution of the spatial moments form
high dimensional feature vectors. The principal components
of the feature trajectories are used to recognize the gestures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture recognition is essential in a host of applica-
tions like haptic interfaces for large-screen multimedia and
virtual reality environments [1], robot programming by de-
monstration, sign language recognition, human computer
interaction, telerobotic applications,etc. Previous attempts
at recognizing similar gestures have used a variety of meth-
ods. Davis and Shah [2] used markers for tracking finger
tips and used the fingertip trajectories for recognizing seven
gestures. In [3], the hand’s position in the image, velocity
and values obtained by eigen analysis are used as features
to recognize the sign language (SL) using an HMM based
scheme. In [4], 53 signs from SL are recognized using 3D
data of the arm shape obtained from 3 cameras. In [5], the
concept of motion energy is used to estimate the dominant
motion of the hand and the gestures are recognized by fit-
ting finite state models of gestures. In [6], the Mahalanobis
distance between feature vector consisting of various Hu
moments [7] of motion energy image and motion history
image of the input and the moment description of each of
the known actions are compared. In [8], affine transforma-
tions of the hand region are obtained from one frame to the
next. This is used to calculate pixel trajectories which are
fed to a time delay neural network for recognition. In [9]
gestures are modeled as sequences of visual events which
are matched to the probabilistic models estimated from fea-
ture trajectories. In [10], a gesture is classified as a sequence
of postures using principal component analysis and recog-
nized using finite state machines. Multiple cameras are used
in [11] to extract the 3D pose of the human body. Instead of
using all the parameters describing the pose as features, the
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trajectory obtained by a projection into a 2D eigenspace is
used for gesture recognition. In [12], each feature trajectory
is split into sub-trajectories and the recognition is achieved
by maximizing the probability of it being a particular ges-
ture in the eigenspaces of each these sub-trajectories. The
first few eigenvectors computed from an image sequence are
used as features in [13] and each gesture is represented as a
sequence of fuzzy states which are recognized using a dy-
namic programming algorithm. An incremental recognition
strategy that is an extension of the condensation algorithm
is proposed in [14] to recognize gestures based on the 2D
hand trajectory. Gestures are modeled as velocity trajecto-
ries and the condensation algorithm is used to incrementally
match the gesture models to the input data. In [15] 2-D mo-
tion histogram is used as gesture signature and recognition
is achieved by comparing a suitable distance metric between
gesture signatures.

The developed system tracks a rectangular window bou-
nding the hand in order to extract features which can be used
for recognizing the gestures. We detect skin colored blobs in
the tracked window and evaluate various order spatial mo-
ments of these blobs. These features are calculated for each
frame of gesture which results in a feature (temporal) tra-
jectory. Thus we have a trajectory corresponding to each
feature. To avoid the problem of each gesture being of dif-
ferent length in time, we normalize the gesture trajectories
in time between [0:1]. We then use principal component
analysis [16] to classify the feature trajectories into known
gestures classes.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed gesture recognition system is intended to be
used as an interface for a telerobotic system. The block di-
agram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram: Gesture Recognition system.



User performs a gesture which is captured by the cam-
era. This video sequence is fed as an input to the palm de-
tection algorithm of [17]. The palm in the first frame is
detected based on matching a line representation of edges
detected in an image with idealized line templates for fin-
gers. The position of the palm in the first frame is fed as
an input to the hand tracking algorithm of [18]. Here we
use conditional density propagation over time. It is a fac-
tored sampling approach to propagate the entire probability
distribution of the parameters to be tracked over time. We
track the parameters of the rectangular box bounding the
hand. The output of the hand tracker is given as input to the
recognition algorithm which is the central topic of this pa-
per. The gesture is classified as one of the eight gestures in
the vocabulary as would be described in the later sections.
The recognized gesture is fed to the telerobotic interface.

3. FEATURE SELECTION
We plan to operate a robot by performing hand gestures
which will be recognized as a command by the robot. Dy-
namic manipulative hand gestures are best suited for such
applications. We select the eight gestures namely ‘Move
Right’ (RIGHT), ‘Move Left’ (LEFT), ‘Move Up’ (UP), ‘M-
ove Down’ (DOWN), ‘Move Counterclockwise’ (CCW), ‘M-
ove Clockwise’ (CW), ‘Move Away’ (AWAY) and ‘Move
Closer’ (CLOSER) to form our gesture vocabulary. These
gestures are characterized both by the motion of the hand
in space and the variation in the shape of the hand as the
gesture is performed. Examples of few gestures can be seen
in Figure 2. Hence in order to recognize gestures, we need
to have features which can capture these gesture character-
istics. The hand tracker mentioned in the previous section
tracks the change in positionand shape of a rectangular win-
dow bounding the palm region of the hand performing the
gesture. Hence various order spatial moments of the hand
region during the motion should serve as good features as
temporal evolution of these spatial moments captures the
variation of both shape and position of the hand. The feature
vector for the ����� frame in the video sequence is selected to
be:� � ���
	��  � ������� � ������� � ��������� � ��������� � ��������� � �������
where ����� � ��� , ����� � ��� and ����� � ��� are the second order
spatial moments of the hand region detected as a skin-color-
ed blob, ��� � ��� and ��� � ��� are the first order moments and � ��� is the zeroth order moment.  � ��� is the area of the
skin-colored blob whereas ��� � ��� and ��� � ��� are the coor-
dinates of the centroid of the skin colored blob. Thus  � ���
relates to the magnification of the imaging system, � � � ���
and � � � ��� capture the hand movement. The second-order
moments capture the temporal change in the appearance of
the palm. Thus our feature set comprises of both positional
and appearance information. If required, one can use higher

order spatial moments, but we found the above set of mo-
ments to possess sufficient discrimination for the given vo-
cabulary.

Fig. 2. Examples of few gestures from our vocabulary.
Rows above describe frames of RIGHT, UP, CCW and
CLOSER gestures.

To have meaningful values from one video sequence to
another, we scale the first and second order moments by the
width of the hand region during the start position, and the
zeroth order moment by the initial area, i.e.  ��� �
	! . This
gives invariance to magnification due to the distance from
the camera at which the gesture is performed, and also with
respect to changes in hand size from person to person. Thus
we have,

 � ����	#"%$&$ � ���(')"%$&$ ��� ��*(��� � ���+	,".-/$ � ���(')"%$0- ��� �
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where "65�7 � ��� is the 8:9 ��� moment of the hand region ob-
tained by tracking in the �;��� frame.

The raw data obtained by tracking may be noisy; hence
we filter the data using a median filter of length 3. To re-
move the effect of normalizing the trajectories in time be-
tween [0:1] and to further smoothen the trajectories, we fil-
ter the data using an averaging filter of length 7. Figure 3(a)
shows the raw features as obtained from the tracker for the
RIGHT gesture, clearly depicting their noisy nature. The re-
sult of filtering this using a median and an averaging filter is
given in Figure 3(b). Similarly filtered feature trajectories
of CCW and UP gestures performed by the same user have
been shown in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d), respectively.

4. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
In the past researchers have used principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) for classification, specifically, gesture recogni-
tion [10] [12]. Our task is to classify the gesture into one
of the eight classes based on six feature trajectories f(n).
Feature trajectories of same gesture performed by differ-
ent users were found to be correlated. One approach is to
capture the variation in the collection of feature trajectories
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Fig. 3. Example feature trajectories. (a) Unfiltered features
for Right gesture. (b), (c) & (d) Filtered features for RIGHT,
CCW & UP gesture.

(training data set) and use this information to compare un-
known feature trajectories. This is done by finding the prin-
cipal components of the distribution of feature trajectories,
or the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the set of
feature trajectories. The eigenvectors are ordered, each one
accounting for a different amount of variation among the
feature trajectories. We call these eigenvectors, eigentrajec-
tories. Each feature trajectory can be approximated using
only those eigentrajectories corresponding to largest eigen-
values as they account for the maximum variance within the
feature space.

Calculating Eigentrajectories

Each feature vector of dimension < ( < =100 in our study)
is a point in < -dimensional space. Features for gestures
belonging to the same class tend to cluster in a small region
in this < -dimensional space, and thus can be described by a
relatively low dimensional subspace. The main idea of PCA
is to find vectors that best describe the distribution of feature
trajectories in the feature space. Now if = - , = 4 ,..., =?> are the
training feature trajectories corresponding to any one of the
moments for any one class of gesture, @ being their mean
trajectory, then the covariance matrix A is given by BCB � ,
where

B 	D� = -�E @6FG= 4 E @6FIHJHKHJF(= > E @ � H (1)

Thus, we get a covariance matrix of dimension <DLM< . This
implies that < eigenvectors are to be determined. We con-
sider the eigenvectors N?O (corresponding to eigenvalues PQO )
of B � B ,

B � BRNSO 	 P�O3NSO (2)

Premultiplying eqn(2) by B , we get:

BCB � BTN O 	 P O BRN O
We see that BTN O are the eigenvectors of the covariance ma-
trix A 	 BUB � . The computations are reduced from the
order of < to the number of training feature trajectories V
(Typical values of V are around 5).

5. GESTURE RECOGNITION USING
EIGENTRAJECTORIES

The V eigentrajectories computed using the above method
span the subspace describing the corresponding feature tra-
jectory. We compute and store the eigentrajectories for all
the features from all the classes along with the correspond-
ing mean trajectories.

Any new gesture is then characterized by a set of six
feature trajectories =?W�FG=YX � FG=YX � F(=:X ��� F(=:X ��� & =:X ��� cor-
responding to  F � � F � � F � ��� F � ��� & � ��� H We reconstruct
each trajectory by projecting them on the corresponding eig-
entrajectories of each gesture,

Z= O 	 >[
\&] -_^ = O F(= O \a` = O \ (3)

where b 	� F ��c F ��d F ��c:c F ��c:d F ��ded and ^ = O F(= O \6` is
the projection of =fO on =QO \ , the g ��� eigentrajectory of featureb . In actual practice, we may not use all the V eigen trajec-
tories to reconstruct =hO . We reconstruct

Z=YO by projection on
all gesture classes and evaluate the reconstruction error,

i 	 X ����j X ���)j X �I�[
O ] W j X �kj X �ml = O E

Z= O l
4

(4)

for each gesture class. The gesture is classified as belong-
ing to a class for which the reconstruction error is minimum.
Eqs(3) and (4) can be combined and the error can be com-
puted using:

i 	 X ����j X ���)j X �I�[
O ] W j X �kj X �on ^ =:OpFG=YO ` E >[

\&] - � ^ =YO&F(=:O \ ` � 42q (5)

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The gesture recognition scheme was tested on a data set of
112 gestures performed by different users. Each gesture se-
quence is of different length varying from 40 to 80 frames
depending on the time taken to perform the gestures. We
normalize the duration of all gestures to 100 frames. The
gestures were captured using a low-cost camera at a frame-
rate of 12 frames per second, in a natural office environ-
ment with a cluttered background. Out of the 112 gestures,



No. Gestures Instances Testing Recognised
1 LEFT 16 11 10
2 RIGHT 13 8 8
3 UP 11 6 6
4 DOWN 16 11 11
5 CCW 13 8 8
6 CW 13 8 8
7 AWAY 15 10 7
8 CLOSER 15 10 10

Total 112 72 68

Table 1. Summary of experimental results

only 40 were used for training, 5 from each of the 8 ges-
ture classes. The remaining 72 gestures were used to test
the proposed scheme. Initially, all

� V 	sr�� the eigentrajec-
tories were used for reconstruction and the recognition rate
was 94.4 t . Then we reduced the number of eigentrajecto-
ries used for reconstruction gradually to 2. In this case too
the results remained the same, but it was observed that the
error in reconstruction given in eqn(5) increased. However,
the cumputation is faster as we need to project only on two
eigentrajectories. Table (1) summarizes the results.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a simple technique for gesture recognition us-
ing the data available from a hand tracker developed ear-
lier has been proposed. We use PCA of feature trajectory
to recognize unknown gestures. Our recognition technique
is unaffected by the rate at which gestures are performed.
The computations reduced due to reduction in dimension
of feature space make the scheme computationally feasible.
We observe very good accuracy even for a small number of
principal components. The reason for this is that we have
considered variation in position and appearance of the hand
in motion. Currently we are working on extending the ges-
ture vocabulary.
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